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Abstrat
We investigate the role of the double exhange mehanism for stability of
the metalli C-type antiferromagneti (C-AF) phase, whih was observed ex-
perimentally in hole doped La1−xSrxVO3. The double exhange model treats
loalized eletrons in xy orbitals as lassial S = 1/2 spins, whih interat
by Hund's exhange JH with yz/zx eletrons in partly lled t2g orbitals. In-
luding strong on-site Coulomb repulsion U between t2g eletrons, and using
slave boson method we demonstrate that C-AF and metalli phase an be
stabilized due to the spei features of the hopping in degenerate and partly
lled t2g orbitals.
1 Introdution
Reently undoped vanadium oxides, suh as LaVO3 or YVO3, have attrated muh
attention due to their puzzling magneti properties [1℄. Large on-site Coulomb
repulsion U ≃ 5 eV between 3d eletrons leads to suppression of harge utuations
and to the eetive superexhange (SE) interation ∝ J = 4t2/U in the low energy
range, where t ≃ 0.2 eV is the hopping element. The ubi vanadates belong to the
lass of Mott insulators with orbital degeneray as two d eletrons, loalized on the
V
3+
ion, oupy two out of three (almost) degenerate t2g orbitals. Thus, the SE
model inludes t2g orbital degrees of freedom [2℄, and by itself explains the observed
C-type antiferromagneti (AF) phase in LaVO3, with ferromagneti (FM) hains
staggered in two other diretions.
Even more interesting and not yet understood are the properties of doped
La1−xSrxVO3, where the following phases were experimentally observed: C-AF
and insulating one up to x = 0.178 hole onentration, C-AF metalli one for
0.178 < x < 0.26, and, nally, paramagneti and metalli one for 0.26 < x < 0.327
[3℄. Theoretial explanation of the existene of this variety of phases has to take
into aount that the motion of doped holes is strongly aeted by: (i) intersite SE
interation ∝ J , (ii) on-site Hund's interation ∝ JH = 0.68 eV [4℄. Suh a theo-
retial model was reently disussed by Ishihara [5℄, but there the Hund's term was
introdued in a nonsystemati way via ertain projetion operators, with JH →∞
limit being assumed impliitly, and the model was solved in a way suitable for small
doping only. Here we start with an appropriate Kondo-lattie model, systematially
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introdue the large JH limit in whih the kineti and the Hund's parts of the Hamil-
tonian redue to the double exhange (DE) model [6℄, and solve it for any realisti
value of doping. Sine in this paper we are mainly onerned with the explanation
of the existene of the metalli phase and the assoiated magneti order, we will
simplify the SE part of the Hamiltonian as muh as possible and investigate only
the ompetition of the DE and the generi SE interation due to the oupied xy
obitals (nxy = 1), leaving the study of the full Hamiltonian as a future problem.
In partiular we want to answer three questions: (i) an C-AF and metalli phase
be predited by DE, (ii) if yes, then why suh a phase ontradits the "intuitive"
piture of the DE mehanism whih supports homogenous FM phase, and (iii) in
what way the generi features of degenerate t2g orbitals help to understand the
answers obtained in points (i) and (ii), espeially the dierenes to the ase of the
eg eletrons, playing a role in the manganites [7℄. Thereby, we shall use a similar
approximation to that employed in manganites [8℄, assuming loalized xy eletrons
and treating them as "ore spins".
2 Double exhange Hamiltonian and the stability
of the C-AF order
For the sake of larity we start with a FM Kondo-lattie Hamiltonian but we already
inlude important simpliations in the SE part:
H = P
{
− t
∑
i,j‖yˆ,zˆ
σ
a†iσajσ − t
∑
i,j‖xˆ,zˆ
σ
b†iσbjσ − JH
∑
i
σ,σ′
Si · ~σσσ′ (a
†
iσaiσ′ + b
†
iσbiσ′)
}
P
+ J
∑
〈ij〉‖xˆ,yˆ
Si · Sj , (1)
where: Si are "ore spin" S = 1/2 operators of t2g eletrons in oupied xy orbitals,
and ~σσσ′ is a vetor of Pauli matries. The fermion operators {a
†
iσ, b
†
iσ} reate an
eletron with spin σ in yz and zx orbitals, labeled here as a and b as these orbitals
have no amplitude along a and b axis [2℄, respetively. In the relevant regime of
large Coulomb interation U , the fermion operators at in the restrited Hilbert
spae without double oupanies in the {a, b} orbitals whih is implemented by
the projetion operators P . Then: (i) itinerant eletrons in yz or zx degenerate
orbitals at site j an hop in the allowed [(yˆ, zˆ) or (xˆ, zˆ)℄ plane to the nearest neighbor
(nn) site i, but only if there are no other eletrons at site i in these orbitals (rst
and seond term), (ii) Hund's exhange ∝ JH aligns spins of itinerant eletrons
with "ore spins" (third terms), and (iii) oupied xy orbitals are responsible for
AF SE interations between nn sites in the (xˆ, yˆ) plane (last term), while the SE
interations due to itinerant eletrons are not inluded.
The above simpliations in the SE part ∝ J are motivated by the experimental
observation that the strutural transitions (whih favor the orbital order and ou-
pied xy orbitals) our in La1−xSrxVO3 at lower temperature than the magneti
ones in the entire doping range [3℄. Note that the strutural transition does not
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our in the metalli phase and then one does not expet any orbital order, similar
to the FM metalli manganites [7℄. Note that the SE interations due to the exita-
tions of yz and zx eletrons ould in priniple be inluded, and would: (i) enhane
the AF interations and indue their alternating orbital (AO) order in (xˆ, yˆ) planes,
and (ii) would give FM interations along the zˆ diretion, and thus further stabilize
the C-AF phase [2℄.
As in Ref. [9℄, we treat "ore spins" S = 1/2 lassially and we make a loal
unitary transformation of the basis {a†i↑|0〉, a
†
i↓|0〉}⊗{b
†
i↑|0〉, b
†
i↓|0〉} in the Hilbert
spae. The transformation makes the quantization axes of the spin of an itinerant
eletron loally parallel to the one of the "ore spin", and thus it diagonalizes Hund's
term in the spin variables. Assuming also innite Hund's exhange JH → ∞,
we leave out the itinerant eletrons with antiparallel spin and what is left is a
renormalized (a priori nonhomogenous) hopping t→ tuij of spinless eletrons. The
absolute value of the omplex parameter uij is |uij | = cos(θij/2), with θij being the
relative angle between "ore spins" at site i and j (the phase of uij an be hosen
arbitrarily at T = 0). Furthermore, we will disuss only uniform magneti strutures
and follow the so-alled uniform hopping approah (UHA) [9℄. One obtains then
the following lassial (i.e. Zener-type [6℄) DE Hamiltonian:
HDE = −tuy
∑
i,j‖yˆ
a˜†i a˜j − t
∑
i,j‖zˆ
a˜†i a˜j − tux
∑
i,j‖xˆ
b˜†i b˜j − t
∑
i,j‖zˆ
b˜†i b˜j
+
J
2
L3(u2x + u
2
y − 1), (2)
where: ux = cos(θx/2), uy = cos(θy/2), θx (θy) is the relative angle between spins
in the xˆ (yˆ) diretion and L3 is the number of sites in the rystal. The restrited
fermion reation operators are now a˜†i = a
†
i (1 − b
†
ibi), b˜
†
i = b
†
i (1 − a
†
iai)  a
†
i (b
†
i )
reates a spinless eletron at site i in yz(zx) orbital. The FM order along the zˆ
diretion is already assumed in Eq. (2) as it minimalizes the total energy of the
system by maximalizing the possibility of hopping in this diretion. Note that all
but one (spin 1/2 being lassial) of the assumptions neessary to derive Eq. (2)
from Eq. (1) seem to be reasonable approximations for ubi vanadates and for
investigation of the problems adressed in setion 1. We leave quantum treatment
of the DE for further studies but we believe that the main features of the DE
mehanism in ubi vanadates an be aptured by this lassial Hamiltonian.
3 Numerial results and disussion
The ground state of Eq. (2) was found by introduing Kotliar-Rukenstein slave
boson representation [10℄. Following Ref. [7℄, we adopted this method to the orbital
ase and made the mean-eld approximation (the unrestrited slave boson method,
idential with the Gutzwiller approximation and alled SBMF). It leads to the
eetive hopping terms in HDE:
t a˜†i a˜j →
x
xa
t c†i cj , t b˜
†
i b˜j →
x
xb
t d†idj , (3)
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Figure 1: Magneti phase diagram at T = 0 obtained by solving Eq. (2) within
SBMF approximation. Under inreasing hole doping x, the C-AF order hanges
via the anted Ca** phase, with spins anted on two bonds, to a homogenous FM
phase.
where: c†i (d
†
i ) are pseudofermion reation operators for yz (zx) orbital, and xa (xb)
are hole numbers in these orbitals with the onstraint xa + xb = 1 + x. Now Eq.
(2) is exatly solvable by minimizing the total energy with respet to the ux and uy
variational parameters [11℄, whih determine the magneti struture. The resulting
magneti phases are shown in Fig. 1 for dierent values of SE J/t and hole doping
x. We should stress that equal number of holes in both orbitals (xa = xb) is always
onomitant with the obtained magneti phases, though we did not impose suh
a ondition. This result follows almost entirely from the fermion properties of the
system, namely the ondition that the Fermi energies of the systems with eletrons
lling partly yz orbitals and zx orbitals should be the same. Note also that xa = xb
is a neessary ondtion for the existene of the AO order. Thus, inluding real
SE interations from setion 1: (i) would not ontradit our results in the orbital
setor, (ii) would only further support the stability of the C-AF phase in the spin
setor, whih is already stable for a broad range of parameters.
Let us further analyze these results. One nds that for the broad range of
realisti values of parameters, the DE mehanism does not win in (xˆ, yˆ) planes,
whih instead have AF order and are insulating, while the holes hop only along the
FM zˆ diretion. In this way the C-AF order haraterized by the one-dimensional
metalli behavior is stabilized. Remarkably, suh a phase is stable for 0.178 < x <
0.26 and J/t = 0.178, in agreement with the experimental observations [3℄. These
results are striking sine at the rst sight one expets that the DE should win here
due to the small "ore spin" value S = 1/2, muh smaller than in the manganites
(S = 3/2). Instead we get results whih are qualitatively similar to those obtained
by van den Brink and Khomskii in the DE model for eletron doped SrMnO3 [11℄.
Though, the reason is dierent  this behavior here follows from very spei
features of t2g orbitals: (i) the AF SE interations are stritly two-dimensional
(2D) sine for the oupied xy eletrons virtual hopping proesses (leading to the
SE) an our only in the (xˆ, yˆ) plane  this enables metalli behavior without
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Figure 2: Magneti phase diagrams at T = 0, with displayed magneti order along
the xˆ axis, as obtained by solving Eq. (2) and assuming: (a) no eletrons in yz
orbital, and (b) in addition no hopping along the zˆ diretion. The AF order for
x = 0 [marked in grey (red online)℄ was found by nite size saling of the results
obtained for large lusters. Note that the AF (FM) order is stable in the entire
range of x along the yˆ (zˆ) axis [though the type of order along zˆ diretion does not
matter in (b)℄.
any loss of the magneti energy (hopping in the zˆ diretion does not destroy the
magneti order); (ii) in addition, the itinerant eletrons hop between the other two
t2g orbitals, allowing for the oexistene of the magneti order and the metalli
behavior, and osting no extra magneti energy.
To understand better this behavior we show in Fig. 2(a) stable magneti stru-
tures in the xˆ diretion for the systems with 2D planar (xˆ, yˆ) AF interations, and
holes being doped only into zx orbital, i.e., assuming empty yz orbitals, ∀ia
†
iai = 0,
in Eq. (2). In addition, we also studied the above ase but when the hopping
between zx orbitals ours only along the xˆ diretion, whih resembles holes doped
into d3x2−r2 orbitals in the manganites [stable phases are displayed in Fig. 2(b)℄.
One nds that for this eg-type orbital the anted (Ca) struture is stabilized in a
broad range of parameters, in ontrast with t2g ase where AF order in the plane
an be onserved. This is one of the reasons why the AF order along the zˆ diretion
an be so easily destabilized by doping in LaMnO3, leading to the FM metalli
phase [8℄. By looking at Fig. 2(a), one an also realize better the role of orbital
degeneray: even if we had a system with planar AF interations and we doped it
with holes into, e.g., zx orbitals, we would not get the AF plane stable for a realis-
ti range of parameters! Instead, one AF bond has to be broken. This tendeny is
suppressed if we have two degenerate orbitals as in Eq. (2).
In summary, we have shown that the existene of the metalli C-AF phase in
doped La1−xSrxVO3 an be explained by the DE model with extremely simplied
SE interations. The stability of this phase is due to the spei features of the
t2g orbitals  namely due to stritly 2D and stritly avor onserving hopping
between these degenerate orbitals [2℄. In our view these are very prospetive results
and, in onnetion with those of Ref. [5℄, they suggest that inluding the real
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SE interations ould indeed explain the observed insulating phase and the metal-
insulator transition whih ours at nite doping.
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